A cell-based smoothed discrete shear gap method (CS-DSG3) using three-node triangular elements was recently proposed to improve the performance of the discrete shear gap method (DSG3) for static and free vibration analyses of isotropic ReissnerMindlin plates and shells. In this paper, the CS-DSG3 is further extended for static and free vibration analyses of laminated composite shells. In the present method, the firstorder shear deformation theory (FSDT) is used in the formulation due to the simplicity and computational efficiency. The accuracy and reliability of the proposed method are verified by comparing its numerical solutions with those of others available numerical results.
INTRODUCTION
Owning many superior properties as high strength-to-weight and high stiffnessto-weight ratios, excellent fatigue strength, etc., composite materials have been widely used in plate and shell structures in many engineering fields such as naval, automotive, aerospace, defense industries and many other areas. Many methods for analysis of the laminated composite plate and shell have been developed recently. For example, A. Bhimaraddi has proposed a three-dimensional (3D) elasticity solution for static and vibration of double curved shallow shell made of composite material [1, 2] . In this study, the shell thickness is divided into layers of smaller thickness, which can help increase the accuracy in analysis of thickness shell. However, the computational cost for 3D analysis for a wide class of benchmark and practical mechanics problems. The smoothed finite element methods have also been further investigated and applied to various problems as plates and shells [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] , and some other applications.
Among the S-FEM models, the CS-FEM has shown some interesting properties in the solid mechanics problems. Extending the idea of the CS-FEM to plate structures, Nguyen-Thoi et al. [43] have recently formulated a cell-based smoothed stabilized discrete shear gap element (CS-DSG3) for static and free vibration analyses of isotropic shell structures by combining the CS-FEM with the original DSG3 [44] . In the CS-DSG3, each three-node triangular element will be divided into three sub-triangles, and in each subtriangle, the stabilized DSG3 is used to compute the strains. Following that the strain smoothing technique on whole triangular element is used to smooth the strains on three sub-triangles. The numerical results have shown that the CS-DSG3 is free of shear locking and achieves a high accuracy compared with the exact solutions and other existing elements in the literature.
This paper aims to extend further the CS-DSG3 to static and free vibration analyses of the laminate composite shell. The FSDT and flat shell theory are used in the formulation due to the simplicity and computational efficiency. The accuracy and reliability of the proposed method are verified by comparing its numerical solutions with those of others available numerical results.
WEAK FORM OF LAMINATED COMPOSITE SHELL
A shell is a 3D structure and it is often convenient to define the geometry of shell structures in the global coordinate system. Based on the theories of formulation [45] , shell elements can be classified into three main groups: (1) degenerated shell elements derived from the 3D solid theory; (2) curved shell elements based on general shell theory; and (3) flat shell elements formulated by combining a plane elastic membrane elements (plane stress elements) and a plate bending elements. Among these three groups, the flat shell elements are more popular due to simple formulation and low computational cost, and hence the theory of flat shell elements will be chosen to consider in this study.
To generate the element stiffness matrix for the membrane and plate bending elements, the elements must be defined in a local plane. Thus it is necessary to use local coordinates for computing the element mass, stiffness matrices and load vectors of the flat shell elements. In this case, a transformation between global and local coordinates is required and can be defined by using direction cosines. Based on the FSDT and flat shell theory, the standard weak-form Galerkin of shell problem is defined by
where u = u 0 , v 0 , w 0 , β x , β y , β z T is the displacement field at any point on the middle plane of shell with u 0 , v 0 , w 0 and β x , β y , β z denote the displacement components in the x, y, z directions, respectively; b is an applied load vector; ε ε ε m , κ κ κ and γ γ γ are defined by 
where h is the thickness of the shell; κ = 5/6 is shear coefficient; Q ij are the transformed material constants of the k th lamina [7] ; m is the mass matrix containing the mass density of the material ρ, expressed by
CS-DSG3 FORMULATION FOR LAMINATED COMPOSITE SHELL
In the DSG3 [44] , the shear strain is linear interpolated based on the concept "shear gap" of displacement along the sides of the elements by using the standard element shape functions. Accordingly, the approximation u e of a 3-node triangular shell element Ω e can be written as 
Then, the membrane, bending and shear strains in the element are then obtained by 
where mi B , bi B and si B are determined as i R , i B and i S in [42] . The global stiffness matrix now can be written by:
where DSG e K 3 is the element stiffness matrix of the DSG3 element and is given by:
in which T is the transformation matrix for whole element that is defined by 000 diag( , , )  T T T T (10) and T 0 is a transformation matrix at each point [44] .
In the CS-DSG3, each triangular element was divided into three sub-triangles, j  , by connecting the central point of the element to three field nodes as shown in Fig. 1 . Then the displacement vector at central point was assumed to be the simple average of three displacement vectors of three field nodes. To avoid the shear locking phenomenon, in each sub-triangles, the stabilized DSG3 was used to compute the strain fields. The detail formulation of CS-DSG3 can be found in references [42, 45] . where d eI = u I , v I , w I , β xI , β yI , β zI T is the nodal degrees of freedom associated with the Ith node and N I (x) is linear shape functions in a natural coordinate defined by
Then, the membrane, bending and shear strains in the element are then obtained by
where B mi , B bi and B si are determined as R i , B i and S i in [43] . The global stiffness matrix now can be written by
where
is the element stiffness matrix of the DSG3 element and is given by
in which T is the transformation matrix for whole element that is defined by
and T is a transformation matrix at each point [45] .
In the CS-DSG3, each triangular element was divided into three sub-triangles, ∆ j , by connecting the central point of the element to three field nodes as shown in Fig. 1 . Then the displacement vector at central point was assumed to be the simple average of three displacement vectors of three field nodes. To avoid the shear locking phenomenon, in each sub-triangles, the stabilized DSG3 was used to compute the strain fields. The detail formulation of CS-DSG3 can be found in references [43, 46] .
The smoothed membrane, bending and shear strains in the CS-DSG3 are expressed by
where B m , B b and B s are, respectively, the smoothed membrane, bending and shear gradient matrices expressed by
where A e and A ∆ i are the area of element and sub-triangle ∆ i , respectively; B
are computed similarly as the matrices B m , B b , B s of the DSG3 in Eqs. (7), but with two following changes: 1) the coordinates of three node
are replaced by three nodes of sub-triangle ∆ j , respectively; and 2) the area A e is replaced by the area A ∆ j of sub-triangle ∆ j . These computational details can be found in [43] By substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (1), the equilibrium equation for the laminated shell is now expressed in the form of
in which M and K are the global mass and stiffness matrices, F is the global load vector. They are obtained by assembling from local matrices and expressed as follows
From Eq. (2), we can see the independence between the strain components and the drilling degree of freedom, β z . This is the cause of singularity in the global stiffness matrix when all the elements meeting at node are coplanar and there is no coupling between the membrane stiffness and bending stiffness of the element. To deal this problem, the null values of the stiffness matrix corresponding to β z are replaced by approximate values. This approximate value is taken to be equal to 10 −3 times the maximum diagonal value in the element stiffness matrix [43] .
Note that while the accuracy of the CS-DSG3 [46] and that of the ES-DSG3 [39] are almost the same [46] , the CS-DSG3 has lower computational cost. It is because the CS-DSG3 only requires the local computation located inside the element which is much more convenient than the ES-DSG3. This advantage of the CS-DSG3 is even further promoted for shell elements
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, the static and free-vibration analyses of laminated composite spherical and cylindrical shells as shown in Fig. 2 are conducted using the proposed method CS-DSG3. In static analysis, these shells are assumed to be subjected to uniform distributed, sinusoidal and concentrated loads. The effects of the boundary conditions, length to radius ratio and fiber direction on behavior of these shells are considered. The obtained results are compared to the other existing numerical solutions to show the accuracy and stability of the CS-DSG3 in laminated shell analyses. For the convenient comparison, the non-dimensional central deflection and natural frequencies are introduced by Fig. 2 . Geometry for laminated composite shells. 
Static and free vibration analysis of laminated composite shells by cell-based smoothed discrete shear gap method (CS-DSG3) using three-node triangular elements
a. Spherical shell model ( ) b. Cylindrical shell model( ) Fig. 2 . Geometry for laminated composite shells. 
Laminated spherical shell
Firstly, the static analysis of a simply supported laminated spherical shell is studied. The shell composes of several layers such as [0
All the plies have the same thickness and material with mechanical properties given by: [10] using the FSDT, respectively. The various ratios of values side-to-thickness and values of radius-to-thickness are also examined. It is seen that the results by the CS-DSG3 are softer than those of the DSG3 and agree well with those published by Reddy and Liu [10] using the FSDT. 
• a/h = 10 a/h = 100 a/h = 10 a/h = 100 a/h = 10 a/h = 100 Table 3 . The non-dimensional center deflections of the laminated spherical shells under central concentrated load
• a/h = 10 a/h = 100 a/h = 10 a/h = 100 a/h = 10 a/h = 100 
Laminated cylindrical shell
Next, the static analysis of the laminated cylindrical shells is considered. All of the layers are made by the same material with mechanical properties given by: E 1 = 19.2×10 6 Psi; E 2 = 1.56×10 6 Psi, G 12 = G 13 = 0.82×10 6 Psi, G 23 = 0.523×10 6 Psi, v 12 = 0.24. The shell is subjected to a sinusoidal distributed load. Tab. 4 presents the nondimensional center deflections of the shell in comparison with those published by Khdeir et al. [9] . Despite using a coarse mesh (12×12), it is observed that the obtained results match well with exact solution by Khdeir et al. [9] . 
Free vibration analysis
In this example, the free vibration analysis of simply supported laminated composite spherical and cylindrical shells is considered. All layers of these shells are assumed to be of the same thickness and material with mechanical properties given by:
The non-dimensional frequencies of the laminated spherical shell by the CS-DSG3 are compared with those by Reddy and Liu [10] in Tab. 5. Tab. 6 contains non-dimensional frequencies of the laminated cylindrical shell which are compared with analytical solutions by Reddy and Liu [10] . The shape of the first-six mode shapes of these shells by the CS-DSG3 is also displayed in Figs. 3 and 4. It can be seen that the results obtained by the CS-DSG3 agree well with reference solutions using FSDT of Reddy and Liu [10] . Table 6 . The non-dimensional ω frequencies of a cross-ply laminated cylindrical shells
CONCLUSIONS
The paper presents an extension of the CS-DSG3 using the FSDT for static and free vibration analyses of laminated composite shells. Through the present formulations and obtained numerical results, some main points can be withdrawn as:
i. The CS-DSG3 uses three-node triangular elements that are easier generated automatically for arbitrary complex geometrical domains.
ii. The CS-DSG3 uses only minimum degrees of freedom at each vertex node, so we can expect an efficient analysis in term of computational cost. The CS-DSG3 is free of shear locking for laminated composite shells. 
The paper presents an extension of the CS-DSG3 using the FSDT for static and free vibration analyses of laminated composite shells. Through the present formulations and obtained numerical results, some main points can be withdrawn as: i). The CS-DSG3 uses three-node triangular elements that are easier generated automatically for arbitrary complex geometrical domains.
ii). The CS-DSG3 uses only minimum degrees of freedom at each vertex node, so we can expect an efficient analysis in term of computational cost. The CS-DSG3 is free of shear locking for laminated composite shells.
iii). Due to using the gradient smoothing technique which can help soften the overstiff behavior in the DSG3, the proposed CS-DSG3 improves significantly the accuracy of the numerical results and has a good convergence performance. iv). The accuracy and reliability of the CS-DSG3 are verified by comparing its numerical solutions with those of other available numerical results. The results by the CS-DSG3 agree well with all reference solutions in different analyses.
The method presented herein is promising to be an effectively alternative method of classical finite elements for analysis of laminated composite shells in practice.
